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About This Game

Swingy Sword is a casual 3D fighting game where you fight to the death against up to 4 of your friends in 6 unique game modes.
The main goal of Swingy Sword is to make the controls as challenging as possible while still being exciting to play.

  Example: You use the 2 joysticks to move the legs individually and to swing your sword you press and hold one of the
bumpers and press the D-Pad in the direction you want to swing.

  If you like party games and you like games with Octodad style controls, you'll love Swingy Sword.
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I'll start this by saying I absolutely hate Battle Royale.

However when I saw the cuddly animals in this game, I knew that despite it's genre I just had to play it!

Overall I'd say this game is fast paced, addictive, fun, extremely easy to pick up and play, cute, and it's regularly updated. It also
has a relatively small, but friendly, community - which is a breath of fresh air from other competitive games.

All of this, coupled with the adorable little animals, make this a great game and since there's a free to try version you have
nothing to lose by giving it a go!. I cannot get this to run even after trying all the fixes in the discussion forums and frankly can`t
be bothered messing around with it anymore. (tried on Windows 7, 8.1 and 10 PC`s).

The specs say it`ll work with windows 7 or 8.1....

Ummm sorry, but no it doesn`t.

Yes I tried setting the executables as admin, yes I ran the .bat file as admin & yes I tried every compatibility setting available on
all the executables.

It might be a good game, but I can`t recommend it as I can`t run it, and from what I`ve seen in discussion threads, MANY people
are having the same issues as I am and can`t run it either.

If you can accept having to (try to) fix the issues yourself, and spend a lot of time googling a solution then go for it, but be
warned you might end up, (like me), wasting your money and time as no amount of tweaking or fiddling will get my copy to
work..

If refunds had been available when I bought this I`d have taken that option, but sadly , they weren`t and I lost my money. The
Games now in my &quot\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665never to be played again" folder.
Where it belongs.. So worth it. Love the music. Like it!

Has all the buidling blocks of the standard RTS, reminhas a homeworld feel to it.
Look forward to final product.

. Legit this game is basically turn based counter strike. Hella fun. I 1v1 my freind on it a lot too. Played the Ipad version before I
knew it was on steam. I have this glitch where All the text just appears as boxes which is annoying, but It is still a hella fun game
and so worth it.

EDIT: Game developer even contacted me and helped me to fix the glitch in a few days total. Even gave me a sneak peek on
what the next update holds :). Pretty decent game for what it is, even though it isnt as good as its sequel it still is a somewhat
entertaining title especialy for fans of the genre. One point that needs to be noted is that this is NOT a horror game nor is it
meant to be scary it is supposed to be a Mystery Thriller (even if the identity of the killer is pretty obvious about an hour or so
into the game). GIve it a try if it is up at a discount and if you are a fan of the genre.. This is a great pickup-and-play game. It
satisfies a primal urge that we, as humans, have to move large mounds of things. If you find yourself lying awake at night
wondering what it all means, this game is for you!

At first I was having a lot of trouble controlling my plow (I've never driven a plow before), but once I started driving on the
roads instead of through the snow I had a much easier time. I think I'll apply this lesson to my real life driving techniques as
well.

Love the music too! Good variety of tracks to keep your ears happy. The humming of your beastly plow motor can be a bit
harsh at times, but not so much that it ruins the experience.

10\/10 would plow again... wait, that's not how I meant it... I- ... I will play this game.
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My first impressions of the game:

Charming handdrawn art style that is reminds me of the golden age of adventure games.

A musical score that never distracts but always compliments the scene.

A game UI that is intuitive and customizable, it lets you experince the game without getting in the way.

It's early yet, but this game so far is everything that I could have hoped for!. This game is probably not worth it, no matter what
you are looking for.
It's an easy match-3 game that is from what I have seen literally impossible to lose (if you're too slow the girls just dress up
again). It's very short, I played through it in 40 minutes and while I got it on sale reduced to 3,98 \u20ac I'd argue that it isn't
even worth this price tag.

Also the developer has confirmed that there won't be an adult patch. Censorship in this game is quite ridiculous at times, when
nipples plus areolae are hidden by something as small as a few hairs or a string.

All in all I can't really recommend this to anyone.. No replay value and no decision making. Pretty much everything you do is
inconsequential, to the point that the game feels like an extended tutorial for an actual game. More of a slightly interactive
experience than a game.

It's really only a 90 minute experience or so, so as far as value proposition goes, there are far better options available, but at the
end of the day, if you're someone who invested into a full VR setup, it's an experience that's worth the $10 or whatever. At the
end of the day, I do reccomend it. The graphics are among the best I've seen, you get a variety of controls, and the story is
enough to keep your interest for the time it takes to get through it.

Iff the developers add a reasonable amount of content to the base setup work they've done, they could have a AAA hit, it's that
well done.. Great concept, but plays super clunky with incomprehensible UI. I play Dwarf Fortress so I'm used to a lot of
complicated UI, but this is worse because the UI simply makes no sense at all and the tutorial takes almost an hour to complete
and still doesn't manage to explain it. You must perform all kinds of complex actions like tapping one key, holding an other key,
and then using the mouse to select something that pops up in the interface, and then holding down a mouse button for a long
time and this is just impossible to memorize. Meanwhile quests tell you to gather resources and craft items, without telling you
what to look for or which of the million of crafting prerequisites and menus you need for these.

Stay away, and just play Dwarf Fortress for free if you want a complicated sandbox survival game.. I know the game is cheap,
but honestly, it's the equivalent of a free, mediocre flash game from 10 years ago (which I think it might literally be). The
graphics are awful, with it not being clear which screen elements are part of the UI and which are just there for looks, and the
gameplay is dull and repetitive.

You basically take turns adjusting which kinds of ants you want, buying upgrades, and occasionally engaging in a random battle
with bugs and such. Every part of this is dull; even the battles consist of clicking "Attack" or "Retreat" and then seeing numbers
change.

Also, if you are getting SimAnt vibes, you're wrong; it's more like a crappy business management sim that replaces business
with ants. There is no real time aspect to this at all; it's just tweaking numbers and then clicking the button to move on to the
next turn and see what happens.

Highly advise against wasting your time on this.. lot of fun with a challange. I got this game as part of the Odyssey season pass.

This is the definitive version of the remaster. With the recent patch, cutscenes also look much better.
The gameplay improvements are quite helpful, especially for stealth. Detection rates have been fixed and I've not noticed
anyone detecting me through walls.
I have two HUD-free stealth videos on my YouTube channel and more are coming, if you want to check out some gameplay.

youtube.com\/c\/TrevisoTV. I run a Heroes of Might & Magic fan game site that has a long ever growing list of games similar to
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HoMM. Palm Kingdoms and Royal Bounty HD had sat in my list for a long time but I just hadn't got around to playing them.
However when I recently found out that iosoftware had released Palm Kingdoms 1 & 2 for free I couldn't resist trying them out.
I was so blown away and had so much fun with them that I went and bought their Royal Bounty HD here (not knowing whether
it was good or bad) out of gratitude for the joy their Palm Kingdoms games had given me. Thankfully I was not disappointed!

Like the Palm Kingdoms games Royal Bounty HD has a very HoMM2 look and feel to it. The races are setup very similarly (eg
6 primary races = Knight, Warlock, Sorceress, Wizard, Necromancer, Barbarian and a 7th bonus Viking race unique to the
PK\/RBHD universe). While you could control these races in Palm Kingdoms the whole castle management system is dropped
in Royal Bounty HD for a more classic King's Bounty style RPG adventure. So people looking for a more HoMM strategic
castle conquering game should try Palm Kingdoms 2 instead and also keep an eye out for the up and coming Palm Kingdoms 3.
Those who are looking for a short fun retro adventure set in a very HoMM\/King's Bounty style game world then Royal Bounty
HD is definitely worth a try. Despite being an OCD player who has to find & do EVERYTHING I was able to polish the game
off in about 2 days (roughly 14hrs of gameplay).

Royal Bounty HD also has significantly upgraded graphics from its Palm Kingdoms predecessors, everything appears about 4
times bigger and detailed, from the looks of things these new graphics will be used for the up and coming Palm Kingdoms 3
which I'm very excited about! RBHD also adds HoMM5 style alternate upgrades to nearly all units in the game (eg a Paladin can
become a Templar style Crusader or a golden Holy Warrior ) adding a very fun extra layer of depth and unit management (you
need to complete chapter 1 to gain access to the upgrades). Once again it looks like these upgrades will be in PK3 as well so I'm
very excited about playing a strategic castle conquest game with HoMM2 style units that have HoMM5 style alternate upgrades.

By Chapter 3 things may start to feel a bit repetitive and grinding however iosoftware came up with some interesting ways to
keep things interesting as Chapter 4 is filled with hire-able Ghosts and all the best units in the game trying to stop you
(Phoenixes, Black dragons, Thors (Titans), Cyclops's etc) while in chapter 5 your hero is separated from his army has to explore
a huge Arabian style city on his own trying to get help from the locals in the build up to the big final boss fight. So if you feel
yourself getting annoyed and bored by chapter 3, fear not, I was able to wrap up 4 & 5 in a couple of hours as it's a pretty short
game. If you get stuck or wanna speed things up just use iosoftware's official walkthrough here on steam.

I'm a bit disappointed when reading some of the negative feedback here as I think some people are forgetting that they only paid
a few dollars (basically 1 measly drink in a bar) for a game that took years upon years to create that has the races, units, artefacts
and adventure map buildings of an entire HoMM game. Paying a measly couple of bucks for an obvious indie\/retro\/short game
and then trashing it for not being a big AAA game is kinda idiotic. A few people are also complaining that the game is too hard
and the lack of manual & tutorial options makes is unfriendly to people who've never played KB\/HoMM. I can understand that
and at the very least there probably should have been a nice shortcuts\/help screen (accessible via the main menu) implemented
that tells players all the keys (eg Ctrl + & - to zoom) and some of the core basics (eg what all the days, hero stats, map objects &
movement mechanics are etc). Palm Kingdoms had a tutorial but I'm guessing that was dropped from Royal Bounty HD to not
spoil the game start story elements. Personally I simply recommend that you watch a youtube video as that can show you in
about 5 minutes how to play the game. I've made a few below that show just how easy it is to complete the first chapter even
without visiting lots of the cool stuff in the forests away from the roads. After watching it you'll probably find the game too easy
and will need to up the difficulty level haha. :P

My only real complaint is that steam achievements aren't working at the moment however fortunately I don't really care about
that stuff much lol! Some people do so I thought I'd better mention it. I'll remove this complaint when fixed. :)

Royal Bounty HD - Part 1 Video: Introduction, Prison Break, & Chapter 1 Forestria Beginning.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/5tiAdG6J5so

Royal Bounty HD - Part 2 Video: Chapter 1 Forestria Continued.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/5asf7Fol7Ws

Royal Bounty HD - Part 3 Video: Chapter 1 Forestria Final Stages, Cool Unit Upgrades, Chapter 2 The Lost Scroll
Teaser, & Peasant Upgrade MEGA Money Making Trick.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/5tI0M_bl_z0. Awesome. Simply great. A true masterpiece by arc system works.. boring gameplay and story.
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